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We will tell you more about:

- Our latest achievements and current activities regarding the EXEMPLAR Project
- The 3rd Transnational Project Meeting
- Multiplier events and piloting trainings
- Final partner meeting

WHAT HAVE WE RECENTLY ACHIEVED?

These were very busy months for the project consortium. A partnership is finally approached the final phase of the Exemplar project!

The sanitary situation in Europe has considerably affected the activities of the Exemplar project. The project has been extended until the 2nd of August 2021, so the partners could implement activities related to the project. Some partners had to perform piloting activities and multiplier events in an online form, while some other partners were able to organize them in face-to-face form. Due to the pandemic, the final meeting initially planned in Germany had virtual form.

FINAL RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

During the two-year project implementation period, the partners have developed four intellectual outputs which include:

- IO1 - INTEGRATION LEADERS CURRICULUM
- IO2 - TOOLBOX OF INTEGRATION RESOURCES
- IO3 - IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAMME
- IO4 - ONLINE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

All of the project outputs are finalised, translated and available on the website for adult learners and teachers to use. The e-Learning portal with the results of the project will be maintained after the project is completed.
MULTIPLIER EVENTS

As previously agreed, each partner conducted two multiplier events in their local area. These were:
- Animation Workshop for engaging young migrants. (20 participants per country)
- Exploitation Workshop (10 participants per country)

THE HOSTING PARTNER

The 4th Transnational Project Meeting was organized by the Polish partner – INNEO

INNEO is an non profit association based in Rzeszów, which focuses on training and research activities for social and economic development.

Due to the pandemic situation and varying restrictions in individual European countries, the partners conducted multiplier events either remotely or in a face-to-face format. Despite these unfavorable circumstances, the partners managed to successfully carry out all events.
PILOT TRAININGS OF THE INTELLECTUAL OUTPUTS

Further successively conducted events related to the implementation of the project include the pilot trainings of outputs. These included:

- Piloting the Integration Leaders curriculum (10 young migrants per country.)

- Piloting the in service training (10 adult and community educators per country)

The participants of these trainings had the opportunity to expand their knowledge, skills and competences in order to support the civic and social integration of young migrants.

FINAL PARTNER MEETING

The last project partner meeting was held on the 15th of July on the zoom platform. The meeting was filled with the overview of all the project achievements, discussion of the remaining activities and last improvements.

As the Exemplar project is coming up an end would like to thank all of you for being with us and supporting us during all steps of this project. Also, we encourage you to use the resources which are available free on the project website.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND US?

Visit our website: http://exemplars.eu and join our Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/exemplars/